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		FactPages

		Norwegian Offshore Directorate FactPages contain information regarding the petroleum activities on the Norwegian continental shelf. 
		The information is synchronised with the Norwegian Offshore Directorate's databases on a daily basis.
	
		Subscription

		To receive news about Norwegian Offshore Directorate FactPages by e-mail, please
		
		subscribe.
		
		Feedback

		We constantly strive to improve this product, and would appreaciate your feedback.
		Please send any comments and questions to factweb@sodir.no. See also overview of earlier
		 updates of 
		FactPages and FactMaps.
									
		Use of content

		The content on the FactPages may be used in accordance with  
		Norwegian Licence for Open Government Data (NLOD). 
		In this context we emphasize that there may be limitations with respect to the use of information subject to third party rights, such as reports, core images and logs etc.
	
		Other websites

		The website  Norwegian Petroleum also contains part of the content on Factpages.
		See more information on the    main web site of Norwegian Offshore Directorate.
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